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Registration Now Open
Pathways to Prosperity 2018 National Conference
Borders, Welcoming Communities, and the Politicization of
Immigration: Challenges and Opportunities Surrounding the
Dynamic Movement of People
November 22-23, 2018 l Hyatt Regency Hotel, Montreal
We are pleased to announce that
registration is now open for the Sixth
Annual Pathways to Prosperity National
Conference to take place in Montreal on
Thursday and Friday, November 22-23,
2018. On Wednesday, November 21 we
will be hosting a full-day preconference
for the Local Immigration Partnerships
and the Réseaux en immigration francophone. For more details about the
preconference, please turn to page 3. Join researchers, service providers,
Local Immigration Partnerships, Réseaux en immigration francophone,
representatives of all levels of government, and others working in the area
of immigration for a three-day event on immigration in an increasingly
complex environment. To register, please click here.
The theme of this year’s P2P Conference is Borders, Welcoming Communities, and the Politicization of Immigration: Challenges and Opportunities Surrounding the Dynamic Movement of People. The crossing
of borders and the politicization of immigration are increasingly salient issues
for Canadians and internationally, yet we must not lose focus on the fact
that a successful immigration program includes welcoming communities and
recognition of the individual people involved in migration. The conference
will address the challenges and opportunities these facets of immigration
present to us today. The conference will include plenary sessions, workshops, a poster session, and opportunities to network with colleagues. More
than 400 attendees are expected to participate.
Twitter: @P2PConnects | website: www.p2pcanada.ca
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Call for Proposals for Workshops
On the afternoon of November 22 and morning of November 23, we will be holding concurrent workshop sessions, with a total of 18 workshops expected (maximum of 6 concurrent
workshops). We are inviting workshop submissions on the following topics:
 Regionalization and immigration to smaller communities
 Measuring outcomes of settlement services and of LIP and RIF activities
 Atlantic immigration pilot project
 Policies and programs for welcoming and inclusive workplaces
 Housing of immigrants and refugees
 New strategies for responding to racism and discrimination at the systemic and
individual levels
 Sports and recreation as integrative tools
 International students — challenges and opportunities
 New sources of data on immigrants and immigration
 Retention of immigrants in small and medium-sized communities
As well as other topics related to:
 Economic integration of immigrants
 Social and cultural integration of immigrants
 Health and well-being of immigrants
 Vulnerable populations
 Location decisions of immigrants
 Temporary resident streams
 Role of the settlement sector and not-for-profits
 Multi-stakeholder partnerships designed to facilitate immigrant settlement and
integration
Workshop sessions will be 90 minutes and should include no more than 5 speakers, leaving
sufficient time for discussion. To submit a workshop proposal, please click here. Workshops
in English and French are invited. We must receive your workshop submission by August
24 in order for it to be considered. Acceptance of workshops will be announced by September 10. Please note that all accepted workshop chairs and presenters must register for the
conference and pay the applicable registration fees.
Call for Proposals for Posters
On the evening of November 22, a poster session accompanying a cocktail reception will be
held to showcase the work of attendees. In order to submit a poster proposal, please click
here. Posters in English and French are welcome. We must receive your poster submission
by August 24 in order for it to be considered. Acceptance of posters will be announced by
September 10. Please note that all accepted poster presenters must register for the conference and pay the applicable registration fees.
Exhibitor and Sponsorship Opportunities
A variety of exhibitor and sponsorship opportunities are available this year. Take
advantage of this opportunity to enhance your organization’s visibility and branding, and
expand your network of prospects. Customized packages can also be arranged to suit your
marketing needs. To download the exhibitor and sponsorship brochure, click here.

For more news, updates, and information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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Hotel Information
Blocks of rooms have been reserved at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Montreal. If booked by
October 22, the rate is $169 for a Standard King Bed or Two Queen Bed room, subject to
availability. Please click here to book your accommodation or call the hotel at 1-800-3618234 and mention P2P 2018 National Conference.
Travel Subsidies
A limited number of travel subsidies are available to cover a portion of the travel costs
(transportation and accommodation only) for P2P partners and collaborators who would
otherwise not be able to attend the conference. For those within 300 km of the hotel,
the maximum subsidy will be $300. For those travelling from more than 300 km from
the hotel within Ontario, Quebec, and the Atlantic, the maximum subsidy will be $550.
For those travelling from the Prairies and BC, the maximum subsidy will be $800.
Recipients are expected to seek out the most economical transportation and accommodation arrangements. They are also expected to seek other travel funding. Please note
that the travel subsidy does not cover conference registration fees, which must be paid
in full by the attendee. While funding support will be announced prior to the conference,
we cannot reimburse until after the conference and once receipts have been forwarded.
To apply for a travel subsidy, please click here. The deadline for submitting a travel
subsidy request is August 24, with decisions announced by September 10.
English-French Simultaneous Interpretation
As an ongoing practice at the Pathways to Prosperity National Conferences, we will be offering simultaneous interpretation services for all plenary sessions of the National Conference and all presentations at the Preconference.
We look forward to seeing you in Montreal!
Click here to register for the conference and preconference
Click here to book accommodation
Questions? Email Sonali Advani at communications@p2pcanada.ca

P2P Preconference of Local Immigration Partnerships (LIPs) and
Réseaux en immigration francophone (RIFs)
November 21, 2018 l Hyatt Regency Hotel, Montreal
Based on LIP and RIF enthusiasm for a preconference dedicated to their needs and
interests, Pathways to Prosperity will once again hold a Preconference of Local Immigration Partnerships (LIPs) and Réseaux en immigration francophone (RIFs) on Wednesday
November 21, 2018 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Montreal. The Preconference brings
together the RIFs and LIPs to discuss common challenges, share achievements, and
learn from each other. It is led and organized by the LIPs and RIFs, with logistical
support from the Pathways to Prosperity. The Planning Committee includes members
from the LIPs and RIFs across the country. More than 150 representatives from the LIPs
and RIFs and other organizations are expected to attend. More information will be
posted as it becomes available. To register for the preconference, please click here.
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Call for Proposals for Projects Related to the
Pathways to Prosperity’s National Themes
Pathways to Prosperity invites proposals for funding of up to $8,000 per project for
research projects related to the following P2P national research themes:
 Economic Integration of Immigrants in Canada (e.g., industry strategies for recruitment, retention, and promotion of immigrant workers; promising practices in linking
language training with employment)
 Social and Cultural Integration of Immigrants in Canada (e.g., role of welcoming
communities; city/municipal strategies for inclusion)
 Multi-stakeholder Partnerships Designed to Facilitate Immigrant Settlement and
Integration in Canada (e.g., how partnerships can contribute to improved immigrant
outcomes; measurement of LIP and RIF outcomes)
 Temporary Resident Streams in Canada (e.g., effect of policy changes on rates of
transition to permanent residency; impact of temporary resident streams on smaller
communities and rural areas)
 Role of the Settlement Sector and Not-for-Profits in Canada (e.g., strategies for
connecting pre-arrival services with services in Canada; the service needs of
immigrants coming to Canada through new selection streams)
 Health and Well-being of Immigrants in Canada (e.g., immigrant and refugee physical
and mental health care needs and use)
 Location Decisions of Immigrants to Canada (e.g., migration patterns within Canada;
provincial/jurisdictional retention strategies)
 At-Risk Populations of Immigrants in Canada (e.g., refugee claimants – patterns,
challenges and best practices in solutions; promising practices in supporting women,
youth, seniors, and vulnerable immigrants)
For more information on these themes, please see here.
Up to five proposals will be funded in this round. Funding must be used for primary
research related to one of the themes and should represent the first step in a larger, crossregional project for which outside funding will be sought. As a Pathways to Prosperity
project, the research must have a policy or practice component.
Please note that this funding can be bundled with other funding for a larger project and can
be used to leverage additional funding from other sources. However, if additional funding is
not obtained, the awarded amount of funding from P2P cannot be increased.
Proposals should be submitted by individuals or teams that are led by P2P collaborators or
partners, and may be submitted in either English or French. Graduate students may be
members, but not leads, of these teams.
Applications should be submitted through this link by August 31, 2018. Decisions will be
made by September 14, 2018, with projects expected to be completed by June 30, 2019. A
report based on the research will be required for posting on the P2P website, as well as an
article to appear in the P2P eBulletin.
Applications should be a maximum of 6 pages, and include:
 Rationale (including policy and practice concerns)

For more news, updates, and information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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Relation to a P2P theme
Proposed methodology
Description of the research team
Deliverables
Details of plans for extending the research to a cross-regional project, and sources of
outside funding to which subsequent applications will be made
Timeline
Detailed budget

Applications should be submitted through this link by August 31, 2018.

Pathways to Prosperity Governance Updates

Lynn Weaver

Awish Aslam

Jessica Losier

Pathways to Prosperity has had a number of governance
changes over the last couple of months. Of note, we thank
Scott Fisher from Professions North for his years of service as
co-chair of the Pathways to Prosperity Standing Committee on
Northern, Rural, and Remote Communities and wish him well in
his continuing efforts to support newcomers to Canada. We
welcome Lynn Weaver from Cowichan Intercultural Society as
new co-chair of that committee with continuing co-chair, Jamie
Baker, and we look forward to new ideas and activities from
this committee.
We also thank Claudia Prévost from Laval University and
Serperi Sevgur from Dalhousie University for serving as
co-chairs of the Pathways to Prosperity Standing Committee on
Student Engagement for two years, and we welcome Jessica
Losier from University of Ottawa and Awish Aslam from
Western University as the incoming co-chairs. We thank
Claudia and Serperi for their dedication to Pathways to
Prosperity and their willingness to support the new co-chairs
during the transition, and we wish Claudia and Serperi well as
they move along in their studies. We look forward to working
with Jessica and Awish, as well as the rest of the committee
members, who bring new ideas and life to Pathways to Prosperity. One change that has now been implemented is the expansion of the Standing Committee on Student Engagement to
include postdoctoral researchers on the committee.

For more news, updates, and information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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NEW REPORT
Pathways to Prosperity Funded Project

Are SMEs with Immigrant Owners Exceptional Exporters?
By Horatio M. Morgan, Ryerson University, Sui Sui, Ryerson University,
and Matthias Baum, University of Kaiserslautern, Germany
Do the knowledge, language skills, experience, and contacts of immigrant business owners
constitute valuable resources when conducting business globally? Or do these attributes
make them overconfident, and therefore less able to derive advantages from internationalizing?
Immigrants are generally recognized for their strong entrepreneurial orientation. When
they start businesses in Canada, they are more likely to engage in exporting than others.
As exporters, immigrant owners are also more likely to target global markets. Their
enhanced ability to do so is largely attributed to their first-hand knowledge of foreign
markets, foreign language skills, international work or business experience, and foreign
contacts. This could mean they are also better positioned than others to identify, evaluate,
develop, and exploit opportunities in global markets.
In sum, we expect immigrant owners to be experts when it comes to exporting activity —
they should export more and earn more than comparable businesses with Canadian-born
owners.
Prior research has confirmed the first expectation, but has left us in the dark on the
second.
In our recently published Journal of Business Venturing article, we contribute by addressing
this research gap. We analyzed the export activity and profitability (adjusted for risk) of
9,977 small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Canada. We found that immigrant
businesses export more, but earn less, than their Canadian-born counterparts. Why?
As it turns out, an immigrant background can be a double-edged sword: while it embodies
knowledge and other enabling attributes that are particularly helpful for conducting
business globally, having such resources seem to engender overconfidence in immigrant
owners at levels that distort their evaluation of excessively risky foreign markets. They
apparently take on more risk than they should, and their performance suffers when things
go wrong. Therefore, more business counselling services should be incorporated in support
programs that are designed for immigrant entrepreneurs.
Click here for the full report.

For more news, updates, and information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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Retaining International Students in Canada Post-Graduation:
Understanding the Motivations and Drivers of the Decision to Stay
Over the last decade, the enrollment of international students at Canadian educational
institutions has been rapidly increasing. For example, from 2010 to 2017 there was a 119
percent increase in the number of international students studying in Canada. This is not
surprising given the recent commitment of the Canadian Government to increasing the
number of international students studying in Canada, and the policies put into place to
support this goal.
One important rationale for increasing the number of international students in Canada is
the potential for international students to seek permanent residency post-graduation.
International students are seen as ideal candidates for permanent residency due to their
proficiency in English and/or French, their Canadian education credentials, and their
Canadian work experience.
In this context, a project was launched as a partnership among Pathways to Prosperity,
World Education Services, and the Canadian Bureau for International Education. The goal
of this project was to address the following questions: 1) What are prospective international students’ expectations regarding their transition to permanent resident status in
Canada? and 2) Once in Canada, what factors (demographic, economic, sociocultural,
academic) predict international students’ intentions to seek permanent residency and to
work in Canada post-graduation? In particular, we focused on why international students
wish to stay in Canada post-graduation, what the characteristics are of those who are
especially likely to plan to apply for permanent residency, and what economic, sociocultural, and academic factors drive the intention to apply for permanent residency.
To answer these questions, we analyzed data from two surveys: a survey of prospective
international students prior to their arrival in Canada and a survey of international students
at postsecondary institutions in Canada. The analyses indicated that a large proportion of
prospective and current international students plan to work in Canada after graduation and
intend to apply for permanent residency. While there may be variation depending on international students’ country of origin, some of the reasons why international students intend
to stay in Canada include better job opportunities and a higher standard of living in
Canada. The strong relation between plans to work in Canada and intentions to apply for
permanent residency suggest that those who are planning to stay will endeavour to work,
thus contributing to the Canadian economy.
In order to increase the retention of international students, the research suggests that
efforts should be directed toward providing pre-arrival information to potential international
students about the opportunities to work and stay in Canada. Efforts should also be
directed at the integration of international students during their studies, including through

For more news, updates, and information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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facilitating friendships with Canadians and Canadian work experience. Prospective international students seem to expect support from their educational institutions to secure
employment after graduation, particularly in the form of assisting them to establish professional connections in Canada. To fulfill this expectation, mentorship and networking opportunities to build professional connections are crucial. Perhaps most importantly, employment opportunities for international students post-graduation are essential as part of any
strategy designed to retain these individuals as a skilled workforce in Canada long-term.
Without meaningful work, these individuals are likely to move to greener pastures where
their skills will be appreciated in the labour market. For more details of this research, click
here.
Based on this very successful partnership, we are now turning our attention to research
designed to address the more long-term outcomes of international students in Canada
(e.g., in terms of success in achieving employment and obtaining permanent residency).
This research will also focus on lessons learned and challenges that international students
have encountered along the road to becoming fully integrated into Canadian society.

Pathways to Prosperity and Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria
Workshop on International Students as Future Permanent Residents

On April 20, 2018 Pathways to Prosperity, in partnership with the Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria, hosted a full-day workshop in Victoria BC on International
Students as Future Permanent Residents. The video recordings of the plenary sessions
from this workshop can be accessed via the following playlists:






Session 1: Who Comes to Canada, Who Stays, and Why (Watch here)
Session 2: Innovative Services and Supports for International Students (Watch
here)
Session 3: Employer and Municipal Perspectives on International Students
(Watch here)
Session 4: Facilitating the Transition from International Student to Permanent
Resident (Watch here)
Student Performance: The Lived Experiences of International Students Navigating
the Canadian System (Watch here)

For more news, updates, and information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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Lambton County Receives Funding from the Government of Ontario
for the Anti-Racism Arts Project (ARAP)
Submitted by: Lambton County
The Anti-Racism Arts Project is a unique program funded by the Government of Ontario,
through the Municipal Innovation Fund (MIF). This project aims to address racism,
discrimination and bias that may be experienced by newcomers, immigrants, refugees and
racialized communities, while promoting cultural diversity and celebrating the benefits
immigration brings to communities like Lambton.
There are three main aspects of the project:
1. Art workshops: Facilitated by artists, these workshops are designed for community
members who have experienced and/or want to learn more about racism and discrimination. The intention of these workshops is to inspire individuals to create opportunities
for positive change and growth in Sarnia-Lambton. To date over 200 community
members have attended these workshops, with more to come in the future.
2. Student Art Challenge: This multi-media art challenge invited all students in Grades
7-12 to submit work reflecting on diversity and anti-racism. Six prizes were awarded
for the top three entries in both the senior and junior categories.
3. Sustainable Program Facilitation: A committee will be struck to oversee an anti-racism
campaign with relevant activities that will ensure that efforts to educate, inform and
promote community solidarity will continue long after the funding agreement with MCI
has expired. This committee will consist of local leaders and change makers who have a
stake in making Lambton a safe, culturally aware and welcoming community for all.
The County of Lambton is very grateful for the funding provided by the Government of
Ontario for the Anti-Racism Arts Project. To know more about the initiative, contact
Stephanie Ferrera at this email or visit the Facebook page @SarniaLambtonLIP.

The CAFi Receives Funding From IRCC for Three Projects
Submitted by: The CAFi
The Centre d'accueil et d'accompagnement des francophones immigrants au sud-est du
Nouveau-Brunswick (CAFi) has received important funding from Immigration, Refugees
and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) in order to develop three projects from April 1, 2018 to
March 31, 2019. Thanks to this funding, we were able to hire Dominik Robichaud, a
therapist who uses art as a form of therapy to help Syrian newcomers suffering from
anxiety, stress, and post-traumatic stress disorder. Mrs. Robichaud is the only person to
offer this type of service in French in the Atlantic Provinces. Philippe Le Voguer, a social
worker, will lead a project intended to help men who experience difficulties after immigrating to New Brunswick. This service offers a safe and confidential environment where men
can express their feelings and talk about their challenges while creating networks with
other newcomers who are facing the same issues. Third and finally, educator Amira
Khedhri will lead a project called “Franco-JeunesNB” (Franco-YouthNB). The goal is to bring
after-school educational support to young Syrians as many of these young people cannot
rely on their parents’ support for homework because of language barriers. This will allow
for a quicker integration in the New Brunswick Francophone school system. The CAFi would
like to recognize and thank IRCC for its generous financial contribution.

For more news, updates, and information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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Immigration in the News: Top Stories of the Past Month
Below are links to top stories that the P2P is following. These stories and other material can be
accessed through the Media Corner of the P2P’s website. The Corner provides links to articles
appearing in the national and local media. Some international content is also included. Articles are
updated weekly.


Maclean’s — July 12, 2018 — Canada Could Lead World in Resettling Refugees by 2020,
Passing U.S.: For many years, America resettled more refugees than the rest of the world
combined. Last year was the first time since 1980 that did not happen, according to the Pew
Research Centre. The Trudeau government has promised to increase the number of government
assisted refugees to 10,000 annually by 2020 (up from its current 7,500 per year). The government said that it expects annual private refugee sponsorships to rise up to 20,000 by 2020 — a
year that might put Canada above America in absolute numbers for the first time.



CBC News — July 11, 2018 — Axworthy Calls on Feds to Suspend Safe Third Country Agreement: Former Liberal foreign affairs minister Lloyd Axworthy called on the Trudeau government
to suspend the Safe Third Country Agreement as people rallied and placed paper cutouts of
children on the steps of the Manitoba legislature. “If the United States returns to a place where
refugees can get a fair hearing, then fine, but right now, they are engaged in a total and
complete reneging on all the fundamental commitments of refugee law and treaties and agreements and we should not be part of it.”



CBC News — July 11, 2018 — Canada Urged to Put Hold on Sending Asylum Seekers Back to
Haiti Amid Violent Protests: As violent protests continue to roil Haiti, a Quebec-based coalition is
calling on Ottawa to put a hold on sending asylum seekers back to the Caribbean nation.
According to Marjorie Villefranche, director general of Montreal's Maison d'Haïti, Haitian families
being sent back to Haiti will face a dangerous situation.



National Post — July 9, 2018 — Immigrants in Canada Are Turning to Faith for Settlement,
Support and Sociability: A report from the Angus Reid Institute says nearly one-half of those
born outside of Canada received material support from a faith-based group, while 63 per cent
relied on them to form a social network. “They don’t know anyone, so they go to their church,
synagogue, temple or whatever, and that’s where they find people,” says Angus Reid, chairman
of the Angus Reid Institute.



Globe and Mail — July 8, 2018 — Deadline Looms for Hundreds of Asylum Seekers Temporarily Housed in Toronto Student Residences: Fifty four-bedroom dormitories at Centennial College
now serve as temporary homes for 344 asylum seekers, including 96 families. Hundreds more
are currently being housed in another student residence. But with less than a month before
students return ahead of the school year, time is running out for refugee claimants who have
yet to find a more permanent home.



Toronto Star — July 8, 2018 — Lost for Words: One in Every 20 Torontonians Can't Speak
English or French, Study Finds: More than 132,700 Toronto residents are unable to have a conversation in either official language and they account for 20.5 per cent of the 648,970 nonEnglish and non-French-speaking population across Canada, according to the Social Planning
Toronto report which is believed to be the first ever to profile this cohort.



Globe and Mail — July 6, 2018 — Ontario, Federal Government Battle Over Resettling Migrants: Ontario has withdrawn its support for the resettlement of asylum seekers who are crossing the border illegally, with Premier Doug Ford saying that the federal government created the
problem and should bear the full burden of fixing it.

For more information, please visit www.p2pcanada.ca
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Recent Grants

People on the Move

Migration Cluster at University of British Columbia
(2018). The University of British Columbia Migration
Research Excellence Cluster. UBC Vice President
Research and Innovation.

Shamira Madhany has joined
World Education Services (WES)
as Managing Director, Canada,
and Deputy Executive Director,
WES, at the beginning of July.
Madhany comes to WES after
more than two decades of
government service in Ontario,
most recently as Assistant Deputy
Minister for Health, Social, Education and Children’s Policy, Cabinet
Office.

Lambton County. (2017-2019). The Anti-Racism Arts
Program. Municipal Innovation Fund (MIF), The Government of Ontario.
Lund, D.E. (2017-2020). Teacher Education for Social
Justice: Enhancing Community-Engaged Collaboration
and Cultural Humility Through Critical Service-Learning.
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada Insight Grant .
Nair, S. (2018-2019). Understanding Organizational and
Institutional Challenges of Increased Immigration: The
Case of Local Immigrant Partnerships in Canada.
Gustavson Executive Program Research Grant (GEPRG),
University of Victoria, Peter B. Gustavson School of
Business.

Beatrice Kohlenberg has
moved into the role of Senior
Manager, Refugee Program with
WES Global Talent Bridge. She
joined WES in May after nearly
three years with the Toronto
Region Immigrant Employment
Council (TRIEC).

Recent and Upcoming Publications
Banerjee, R., Reitz, J. G., & Oreopoulos, P. (2018). Do large employers treat racial minorities more
fairly? An analysis of Canadian field experiment data. Canadian Public Policy, 44(1), 1-12.
Bonifacio, G. T. (Ed.). (2017). Global currents in gender and feminisms: Canadian and international
perspectives. Bingley, UK: Emerald Publishing Limited.
Boyd, M., & Tian, S. (2018). Is STEM education portable? Country of education and the economic
integration of STEM immigrants. Journal of International Migration and Integration, 1-39.
Dam, H., Chan, J., & Wayland, S. (2018). Missed opportunity: International students in Canada
face barriers to permanent residence. Journal of International Migration and Integration, 1-13.
Fang, T., Sapeha, H., Neil, K., Jaunty-Aidamenbor, O., Persaud, D., Kocourek, P., & Osmond, T.
(2018). Retention and integration of refugees in NL. Retrieved from Leslie Harris Centre of
Regional Policy and Development website.
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Fourot, A. C. (2018). Does the scale of funding matter? Manitoba and British Columbia before and
after the federal repatriation of settlement services. Journal of International Migration and Integration, 1-17.
Koehn, S., Baumbusch, J., Reid, R. C., & Li, N. (2018). ‘It’s like chicken talking to ducks’ and other
challenges to families of Chinese immigrant older adults in long-term residential care. Journal of
Family Nursing, 24(2), 156-183.
Joly, M. P., & Reitz, J. G. (2018). Emotional stress and the integration of Muslim minorities in
France and Canada. International Migration Review.
Lavoie, C. (2018). L'immigration d'expression française et la mutation identitaire des organismes
de la communauté acadienne et francophone de l'Île-du-Prince-Édouard. Alternative Francophone,
2(2), 29-47.
Lea, V., Lund, D. E., Carr, P. R. (Eds.). (2018). Critical multicultural perspectives on whiteness:
Views from the past and present. New York, NY: Peter Lang.
Lea, V., Lund, D. E., & Carr, P. R. (2018). Critical multicultural perspectives on whiteness: Introduction. In V. Lea, D. E. Lund, & P. R. Carr (Eds.), Critical multicultural perspectives on whiteness:
Views from the past and present (pp. 1-12). New York: Peter Lang.
Lund, D. E. (2018). “I would rather die than have a blood transfusion:” A dialogue about life,
death, and freedom of conscience. Journal of Educational Thought/Revue de la Pensée Educative,
51(1), 56-78.
Mainwaring, C., & Walton-Roberts, M. (2018). Governing migration from the margins. Social &
Legal Studies, 27(2), 131-141.
Thompson, M., & Walton-Roberts, M. (2018). International nurse migration from India and the
Philippines: The challenge of meeting the sustainable development goals in training, orderly migration and healthcare worker retention. Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 1-17.
Zhu, Q. L. & Zou, P. (2018). An interpretation of the Belt and Road Initiative from the perspective
of Canadian mainstream media － content analysis of the relevant reports in the Globe and Mail
from September 2013 to July 2017. Journal of Shanghai University of International Business and
Economics, 25(3), 81-88.
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Recent and Upcoming Conference Presentations
Bonifacio, G. (2018, March). Case management: Ethics, equity and intersectionality. Keynote
address presented at the Lethbridge Family Service (LFS) Case Management Learning Event:
Making the Case for Best Practices Across the PNT region (Prairies and Northern Territories),
Lethbridge, AB.
Bonifacio, G. (2018, March). Spatial citizenship: Capacities and resources for integration of Filipinos
and Nepalese-Bhutanese in Lethbridge — Constructing social spaces for immigrant integration.
Presented at the 20th National Metropolis Conference, Calgary, AB.
Drefko, T., Brandon, J., Spencer, B., & Lund, D. E. (2018, April). Enacting a shared supervision
plan. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association, New
York, NY.
Huot, S. & Veronis, L. (2018, May). Examining the role of minority community spaces for enabling
the performance of intersectional identities through occupation. Presented at the World Federation
of Occupational Therapists Congress. Cape Town, South Africa.
Koehn, S., Donahue, M., Drummond N., Feldman, F., & Cho, M. (2018, July). Scrutinizing access to
dementia information, diagnosis and supports for Punjabi and Korean communities in Canada.
Paper presented at 33rd International Conference of Alzheimer’s Disease International, Chicago, IL.
Koehn, S., Drummond N., Donahue, M., Cho, M. & Feldman, F. (2018, July). Leveraging trust:
Exploring the potential for partnerships between dementia service and immigrant-serving agencies
to improve access to dementia information and supports for Korean- and Punjabi-speaking
communities in Canada. Poster presented at 33rd International Conference of Alzheimer’s Disease
International, Chicago, IL.
Lavoie, C. (2018, April). Francophonie canadienne et immigration d’expression française en situation minoritaire. Presented at Programme License Langues, Littératures et Civilisations Étrangères
et Régionales. Université de Bretagne Sud, Lorient, France.
Lund, D. E. (2018, May). Opening an uncomfortable conversation on social justice in education.
Presented at the Adult Centred Education (ACE) Conference, Coquitlam, BC.
Lund, D. E., Carr, P. R., & Lea, V. (2018, April). Exploring and resisting manifestations of racism
and whiteness. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
New York, NY.
Lund, D. E., Lee, L., Howorun, N., & Van Beers, R. A. (2018, March). Helping newcomers thrive:
Creating collaborative community-driven models in professional education. Paper presented at the
20th National Metropolis Conference, Calgary, AB.
Lund, D. E. (2017, December). Community engagement and cultural humility in teacher education:
Building a movement of justice-based service-learning. Paper presented at the 7th International
Conference on Education and Social Justice, Honolulu, HI.
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Melançon, J., Akinpelu, M., and Kikulwe, D. (2018, May). Diverse Francophone host communities:
How established immigrants participate in newcomer settlement. Presented at CASWE-ACFTS Annual
Conference, Regina, SK.
Sudhir, N. (2018, June). Migrants as multiculturals: Sharing separate perspectives on one
demographic Group. Presented at the Academy of International Business (AIB) Annual Conference in
Minneapolis, MN.
Vanessa Wachuku. (2018, June). Role of advocacy in immigration detention policy changes in
Canada. Presented at Challenging Migrant Detention: Human Rights, Advocacy and Mental Health,
Montreal, QC.
Zou, P. (2018, June). Research on chronic illness self-management among Chinese Canadians: the
DASHNa-CC study as an example. Presented at The Second Qilu International Nursing Scholar Forum,
Jinan, Shangdong, P.R. China.

Contributions Invited
We invite you to submit your listings for New Grants, Publications, Conference Presentations, and
People on the Move to communications@p2pcanada.ca to be included in the next P2P eBulletin.
If you have received a new grant in the last six months, please send a short note that includes the
names of the grant investigators, title of project, funding source, and period of grant.
For Journal Articles, Books, and Book Chapters, please submit a list of your recent (last 4
months) and upcoming (in press) publications. If available, include links to the documents so that
we can share them. Please send your submissions in APA format.
For Conferences, please submit a list of your recent (last 4 months) and upcoming (next 2
months) presentations. Wherever possible, include links or copies of presentations so we can share
them with interested colleagues. If you have English and French versions of the presentation title
available, please provide both. Please send your submissions in APA format.
Finally, for contributions to People on the Move, please email appointment announcements and
moves, listing the new job title, name of the organization or university, starting date, and details of
your previous position.

Thank You
We would like to thank the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
for its continued financial support.
Funded by / Financé par:

